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1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose

1.2 Scope
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2. Background

Vignette: Department of Defense (DoD) Criminal Investigation Task Force (CITF) special agents
and analysts working with a task force were preparing criminal cases against detainees. The cases
supported the task force�’s focus on identifying those responsible for the Mosul Dining Facility
bombing and eliminating the Al Qaida in Iraq (AQI) cell in Mosul. Analysts began to prepare link
analysis diagrams of the cell and its connections. Meanwhile, CITF special agents received a
request from another unit to help them prepare a criminal case against a foreign fighter detained
in Fallujah. While interviewing the foreign fighter, CITF special agents determined he was a Mosul
cell member, who was sent to Fallujah. The foreign fighter was wounded in the fighting and
abandoned by his companions. He was angry with his companions for leaving him and agreed to
provide information about the Fallujah cell. With the foreign fighter�’s help, the task force was
able to identify the entire cell structure, safe houses, cache locations, and other information
about the Mosul cell, to include its Emir and the chief bomb maker. As a result, the task force
began detaining members of the cell. The foreign fighter was presented to an investigative judge
for the Central Criminal Courts of Iraq, and he provided complete information on the cell and its
activities. Using link analysis diagrams, CITF special agents were able to obtain confessions from
other cell members, who were also presented to the investigative judge. As a result of the
operation, the Emir of the cell, along with several other members, was killed during raids. The
remaining members, including the master bomb maker for AQI, were detained and presented to
the investigative judge. CITF agents were able to identify insurgent videos of bombing operations
that were tied to the bomb maker and the cell. This evidence was presented to the investigative
judge who charged the men, who were later convicted.
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3. Joint Operating Concepts

3.1 Irregular Warfare (IW) JOC

3.2 Major Combat Operations (MCO) JOC

3.3 Security and Stability Transition and Reconstruction Operations
(SSTRO) JOC

Vignette: During the early transition to COIN and Stability Operations during Operation Iraqi
Freedom (OIF), site exploitation received priority in attempting to curtail insurgent operations.
During the exploitation of a weapons cache, IED weapons material was discovered and seized.
The forensic processing of the material revealed latent fingerprints on several detonators that
bore identification numbers originating from stock material shipped from a neighboring country.
Because of biometric information already on file, a suspect was identified as a possible
conspirator in an improvised explosive device (IED) bomb making cell. This consolidated
information was provided to military commanders, host nation law enforcement, military
intelligence (MI), police agencies, and provost marshals (PM). As a result, a warrant was issued;
the suspect was identified, arrested and interviewed by host nation police. The suspect was later
prosecuted within the host nation judicial system based upon information derived from US
military police information and biometric data.
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3.4 Deterrence Operations JOC

3.5 Homeland Defense (HD) JOC
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4. Military Problem

Vignette: A seasoned law enforcement professional�’s direct participation in site exploitation
resulted in the seizure of weapons caches and homemade explosives (HME) source discoveries.
One specific case resulted in the successful identification and recovery of a cache of 168
explosively formed penetrators (EFP) from a mosque in Baqubah.
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Vignette: During stability operations, information obtained during an arrest interview and
previous information collected during combat operations yielded an analytical product that
produced credible information implicating a new suspect�’s involvement in an IED cell. As a result
of this information, an arrest warrant was obtained and the suspect was later detained at a
border crossing of the adjacent country. Subsequent biometric and police database information
confirmed the suspect�’s identity, and an arrest warrant was issued. The suspect was detained by
US military forces and jointly interviewed by HN and US law enforcement. He admitted to being
the Emir of this IED cell and stated he purchased detonators from military sources within
neighboring countries, as well as received financial support from locals in those countries. This
information was provided to US and multi national force intelligence agencies and host nation
prosecutors. As a result, the suspect was prosecuted and imprisoned. Intelligence agencies
utilized this information as means to target state supported terrorist cells that operated outside
the boundaries of the host nation.
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5. Vision

Figure 1 �– Civil Authority Triad
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6. Police Intelligence Operations

6.1 Principles of Police Intelligence Operations

6.2 PIO Integration into the Operations Process
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Figure 2 �– Operations Process
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Figure 3 �– PIO Integrated into MDMP

Vignette:Multi national force experience in Iraq and Afghanistan has shown that if any
component of the legal system (police, prosecution, judiciary or penal) ceases to function, the
entire system breaks down. Example: as of late 2008, Afghanistan had a robust corruption
investigations unit with over 300 active criminal cases, yet the system as a whole failed to
process cases through judicial review due to a lack of prosecutorial follow through and
appropriate court with venue.

Vignette: In 2007 in Fallujah, local judges failed to report for work and perform their duties due
to al Qaida intimidation. As a result, detention facilities remained intolerably overcrowded, and
the police became frustrated and saw no point in making additional arrests or conducting
thorough investigations. Absent due process, many innocent detainees languished in sub
standard prison facilities and became prime recruitment candidates for al Qaida. Furthermore,
due to overcrowded conditions, some detainees were released.
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Figure 4 �– Intelligence Process
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Figure 5 �– Criminal Intelligence Process
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6.3 PIO Capabilities in an Expeditionary Environment
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Figure 6 �– Police Intelligence Products
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Vignette: During clearing operations in Zandubahr, elements of 2 3 Infantry located a cache
which included a suicide vest, plastic explosives, weapons, ammunition, Google Earth maps, and
more than 150 pieces of photo identification. The cache was processed for evidentiary purposes
and later the suicide vest, maps and pieces of identification were submitted to CEXC for forensic
examination. The results of the exam revealed multiple sets of identifiable latent fingerprints.
Three latent fingerprints were identified as belonging to persons processed through a host nation
detention facility, with one of the subjects still detained. Further exploitation of the cache
indicated that, in addition to being a suicide bomb cell, its members planned and executed
kidnappings.

Figure 7 �– Police Information Flow for a Theater of Operation
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Vignette: The vast majority of the information and data collection is performed at the small unit
level where units have direct interaction with the community and host nation / indigenous
security forces. Information gathered is reviewed and receives initial analysis at both the MP and
maneuver company level, where additional, focused collection efforts can be directed.
Information from the lowest level is entered into a universal, networked database following a
standardized data entry protocol to enable rapid data analysis and exploitation. Battalion and
higher level headquarters access the information via the universal database. Each unit level takes
appropriate action within their AO based on development of intelligence, and, in turn, adds
additional data and analytical products to the universal database. The result is a wide area
network criminal intelligence picture to support MP/CID, BCT and division operations and
continuous analytical processes. Data from the lowest levels is accessible by the JEFF labs for
synchronization and exploitation. By using a universal, networked database, units at the tactical
level can act on criminal activities within their AO, while operational and strategic levels identify
organized criminal elements that cross geographical and national boundaries. The end result
facilitates the effective targeting of the entire network (from tactical to strategic levels)
consisting of planners, financiers, supporters, trainers, and facilitators.
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Vignette: The DoD�’s Criminal Investigation Task Force (CITF) has a unique mission of combining
intelligence with law enforcement information in order to develop prosecutable cases against
terrorists and war criminals in venues that range from military commission to the central criminal
court of Iraq and the Afghanistan national security court. Over the almost seven years of its
existence the CITF�’s investigative model has evolved, and they now use the �“agent, analyst and
attorney�” (A3) model. Early in its evolution, CITF learned that special agents and analysts process
information differently, and they achieve the most efficient investigation by having special
agents and analysts work in peer teams where both review the same information and collaborate
on what it means and how best to develop investigative leads. By adding an attorney to the
model, CITF learned that this kept investigations focused and brought another unique skill set to
bear on case development. As currently staffed, CITF is organized with one analyst for every two
special agents and one attorney to every investigative unit. Whether to institutionalize the A3
model as an enduring Army capability warrants further review.

Vignette: A seasoned law enforcement professional coached and mentored the implementation
of a community based policing program with the elders in Metr Lam, Afghanistan, which focused
on the security of bridges and culverts and the prevention of improvised explosives device (IED)
attacks. The security program, led by Afghan citizens, included the daily inspection of over 600
bridges and culverts. The program reduced the occurrence of IEDs from three per week to zero.

6.4 Integrating PIO Principles for the Garrison Environment
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Vignette: A VCSA report concerning sexual assaults and reviews of the Military Police Daily
Blotter and Journal prompted a Senior Commander and Garrison Commander to create a Sexual
Assault Task Force (SATF) to examine sex crimes impacting the life, health, and safety of the
installation community. The Installation Commanding General tasked the Garrison Commander
to provide sexual assault information in an IPB format. The fusion cell was tasked as the lead for
the SATF IPB effort. This was possible because the fusion cell included personnel from the
intelligence and police disciplines and was able to not only fuse information into intelligence, but
to fuse types of information analysis (actionable preventive and prosecutorial). The fusion cell
used various databases to conduct data mining to identify sexual crimes, person crimes, and
property crimes. Products included developing graphic products (maps) that pinpointed crime
locations and identification of the top crime areas on the installation, with associated security
lighting data. This provided target areas for lighting efforts, installation of CCTV, and adjustments
to law enforcement patrol distribution plans. Through analysis, the fusion cell was able to define
the crime environment, a criminal and victim profile, as well as social behavioral factors.
Solutions addressed and refined initial attempts to solve the issue without analysis. Analysis
provided the ability to pinpoint specific problem locations and specific social issues, which in turn
allowed the focus of limited funding. The solutions went beyond traditional police and included
recommended environmental and social changes. Information collected included police
information as well as non police information. Analysis includes the comparison and correlation
of both unrestricted and restricted data. The process fused intelligence tools and methods
through a police lens.

Vignette: At 0345 hours, 6 March 2008, a bomb was detonated at the Times Square (New York
City) Recruiting Station causing damage to the front of the facility. At the time of the bombing,
law enforcement agencies were conducting an active investigation of three alleged anarchists
with ties to France and Canada. Weeks prior to the bombing, a New York City Police Detective
informed a member of the recruiting station of a possible threat. According to the Detective,
during a vehicle search at the Canadian border, law enforcement officials discovered anarchist
pamphlets along with photographs of Times Square, including several photographs appearing to
show the Times Square Recruiting Station. No imminent threat to the Recruiting Station was ever
identified. Moreover, the Detective informed the recruiter there was no direct threat to the
Recruiting Station, but NYPD was increasing law enforcement presence in the area and would
continue to monitor the situation. He also indicated the FBI and NYC JTTF were investigating the
case. On 27 February 2008, the Times Square Recruiting Station Commander submitted an
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official incident report to the United States Army Recruiting Command for situational awareness
and implemented internal security and awareness measures. The report was forwarded as a
Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) through AT/FP staff channels to four Army Commands and the
Services for situational awareness (SA). There were no specific identified threats towards any
particular location within the Times Square area of New York City. On 3 March 2008,
USARNORTH received additional detailed Law Enforcement Sensitive information concerning the
ongoing investigation from JTTF channels but held release of the information awaiting FBI
approval for a redacted release of the information. Of concern was the fact that the report
revealed the three individuals were actually stopped by Canadian law enforcement officials at
the US Canadian border on 31 January 2008, four weeks prior to the Times Square Recruiting
Station being informed of the situation. Although there is no positive link between the initial
suspicious activity report and the bombing investigation, and no known association between the
vehicle stopped and searched at the Canadian border, the incident shows excellent cooperation
and police intelligence sharing at the lowest levels.

Organizing for Intelligence Fusion within the Garrison

Vignette: A Stryker Brigade Combat Team (SBCT) was preparing to move equipment to a port of
embarkation (POE) for deployment. The shipment required the movement of 300 vehicles across
eight law enforcement jurisdictions. Based on previous threat fusion expertise, the garrison�’s
force protection (FP) fusion cell was uniquely qualified to be the lead intelligence producer to
support the movement. The fusion cell coordinated police information, intelligence and civilian
security with over 22 local, federal, and DoD agencies. The fusion cell produced in depth analysis
of the threat to the SBCT equipment and advised the SBCT and garrison commanders on
protection. The coordinated effort gave law enforcement agencies the knowledge to identify and
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prevent disruptive actions by violent protesters. The operation was considered by Corps
leadership to be a watershed event for in depth involvement of a garrison based FP fusion cell in
support of unit deployments. Moreover, the Corps headquarters integrated the fusion cell into
other operations where the G2 is constrained by intelligence oversight rules, or there is a need
for police information / intelligence assessments and analysis.

National Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan (
Fusion Center Guidelines )

Information Flow and Intelligence Fusion
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Figure 8 �– The Intelligence Fusion Process
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Vignette: Army criminal investigations special agents receive information from a source that an
unknown subject is trafficking in large quantities of illegal drugs and selling them to a violent
criminal organization operating in close proximity to an Army installation. The source reveals the
method of transport, transfer locations, storage and distribution methods of the illegal narcotics.
Coordination with local, state and federal law enforcement agencies reveals a prior criminal
record and multiple police engagements with the subject and identifies the structure and
individuals within the violent criminal organization. Analysis and fusion of newly developed
police information, in conjunction with previously captured data by other civilian law
enforcement agencies, links the subject with possible associates and the criminal network. The
analysis identifies specific information gaps which, if answered, could associate key figures. The
analysis leads to a targeted police information collection plan designed to gather additional
information and document evidence to corroborate criminal activity and link specific crimes to a
wider group, as well as implicate key leadership figures within the criminal organization. Army
investigators, with the assistance and support of a violent crime task force, continue to
investigate and collect the additional information needed. After the new information is entered
into the crime database, further analysis reveals a pattern that allows analysts and investigators
to link a foreign source to the drugs, ties illegal weapons smuggling to the criminal organization,
and implicates three known criminals in multiple homicides. The result of the interagency
investigation is the dismantling of a violent criminal organization and the arrest, prosecution and
imprisonment of five high ranking members of the organized crime group. Further, over two
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dozen other criminal associates were identified, leading to the initiation of several additional
criminal investigations.

Additional Vignettes:

Vignette: The Puerto Rico Branch Office [3d MP Group (CID)], has geographic responsibility for
the Caribbean. This is a large and diverse area, covered by only a few agents. As such, agents rely
heavily upon a robust criminal intelligence network to police the area effectively. One of the
agents developed a source working at the Fort Buchanan commissary. The commissary also has a
large warehouse operation that has been plagued by failed efforts to automate the inventory.
Initial analysis assumed warehouse workers were intentionally moving property pallets around
after inventories, making it impossible to complete accurate daily counts of current stock. The
source was targeted to collect information regarding warehouse operations. The source reported
that a warehouse employee who had previously been on the day shift was moved to another
shift following arguments with the supervisor. The employee told the source that the entire shift
was involved in large scale theft from the warehouse. Drivers delivering items paid the shift
supervisor in cash, and he in turn had employees load items the driver wanted onto their truck.
The drivers then sold the item to local merchants for a reduced price. The supervisor split the
illegal profits with the employees at the end of each day. After coordination with the FBI and the
US attorney�’s office, the source agreed to wear a recording device to capture another
conversation with the employee. The source later arranged a meeting between the employee
and CID agents where the employee was confronted with the evidence against him and agreed to
assist with the investigation after the Assistant US Attorney agreed to give him immunity from
prosecution contingent on his cooperation. The employee was then presented to the Grand Jury
where he detailed the magnitude of the theft scheme, which was operating undetected in the
warehouse for 10 years. The grand jury handed down five indictments, and the asset forfeiture
branch of the US attorney�’s office seized four houses which were purchased with the illegal
proceeds.

Vignette: A special agent at the Aberdeen Proving Ground Resident Agency received a request
for assistance from an agent in Korea. The agent in Korea reported a general officer�’s identity
was stolen through the officer�’s banking information. The agent set up a meeting with a security
specialist from the bank. During the conversation the security specialist stated that he had
worked on several cases involving senior military members dating back six months, and the bank
corporate staff was trying to cover up the problem. He agreed to work as a source for the agent
and provided an initial list of 127 senior ranking DoD officials who were victims of identity theft
and provided the address where the cards were sent. The agent next coordinated with the US
Postal Inspection Service (USPIS) who interviewed the local carrier and determined that he
delivered hundreds of cards to a specific residence. The residence was currently abandoned, but
USPIS provided identity information of the occupant. Since the victims spanned all branches of
the military, coordination was conducted with Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI)
and the Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS). The AFOSI reported they discovered a web
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site where the names and social security numbers of 4,700 DoD officials were listed. Because the
investigation was expanding, a Joint Investigative Task Force was formed with CID as lead agency.
CID agents contacted the US Attorney�’s office, who wished to investigate and prosecute the case.
The US Attorney�’s Office assisted in the formation of a task force which included all the military
criminal investigative organizations, Social Security Administration, US Postal Inspection Service,
the Internal Revenue Service, and the US Secret Service. A list of the compromised social security
numbers was given to the bank, which produced a list of 11,000 potentially fraudulent accounts.
CID agents then contacted the Regional Intelligence System Service (RISS) and provided the data
from the bank. Through link analysis RISS was able to identify 32 identity theft rings operating in
26 states. The subsequent investigation resulted in numerous prosecutions and convictions.

6.5 Linking Police, Forensic and Biometric Information
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Vignette: An Army maneuver unit operating in Iraq developed a very good rapport with a local
villager who they encountered regularly during patrols. While on one of their routine patrols, the
villager approached the unit and provided information regarding the location of a possible
enemy weapons cache. The patrol proceeded to the described location and discovered a buried
cache containing weapons, currency and documents. The unit, previously trained on site
exploitation (SE) and battlefield forensics, collected and processed the evidence as they were
trained to do. Much of the evidence, to include the documents, was delivered to forensics units
for analysis and exploitation. A single latent fingerprint lifted from one of the seized documents
was sent to a stateside forensics laboratory where the fingerprint was run through a database for
comparison and resulted in a match. This piece of evidence led to the identification, subsequent
arrest and prosecution of the individual. Noteworthy is the fact that the original fingerprint on
file at the stateside facility, and used for comparison, was submitted several years prior to the
cache find by another maneuver unit as the result of a Biometrics Automated Toolset (BAT)
record. During the intervening years, the individual became a high value target and was placed
on several wanted lists.
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7. Risks and Mitigation

7.1 Regulatory

Legal Considerations
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Due to AR 381 10 restrictions on U.S. person
information, consolidated (MI and criminal intelligence data) threat statements cannot be
filed, stored or maintained as an intelligence product. These statements must be filed, stored
and maintained within law enforcement or operations channels (i.e., Provost Marshal (PM),
Director of Emergency Services (DES), USACIDC, DCSOPS/G 3/DPTMS).

 

 

 

 

Commanders�’ Authorization and Jurisdiction

Jurisdiction of Personnel
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Intelligence Oversight
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7.2 Operational Conditions 
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7.3 Information Management
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7.4 Force Management
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8. DOTMLPF Implications
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Appendix 1 �– References

 The Army

 Operational Terms and Graphics

 Intelligence Support to Urban Operations,

 Operations

 Counterinsurgency

 Military Police Operations

 Law Enforcement Investigations

 Police Intelligence Operations

 Army Planning and Orders Production

 The Operations Process

 The Army Universal Task List

 Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield

 

 Acquisition of Information Concerning Persons and Organizations not Affiliated
with the Department of Defense

 DoD Intelligence Activities

 Procedures Governing the Activities of DoD Intelligence Components that Affect
United States Persons

 US Army intelligence Activities

 Carrying of Firearms and Use of Force for Law Enforcement and Security Duties

 Criminal Investigation Activities

 Acceptance, Accreditation, and Release of US Army Criminal Investigation Command
Personnel

 Information Security Program

 Disclosure of Classified Military Information to Foreign Governments
and International Organizations
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 DoD Intelligence Interrogations, Detainee Debriefings, and Tactical
Questioning

 Universal Joint Task List

 Department of Defense Protection Joint Functional Concept

 Capstone Concept for Joint Operations,

 Joint Operations Concepts (JOpsC) Development Process 27, 2005.

 Military Support for Stability, Security, Transition, and Reconstruction
(SSTR) Operations,

 Department of Defense Major Combat Operations Joint Operating Concept

 Joint Functional Concept for Battlespace Awareness

 Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms

 

 Force Operating Capabilities

 Capstone Concept of Operations for DoD Forensics
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Appendix 2 �– Glossary

Adversary.

Analysis (Intelligence).

Coalition.

Biometric.

Biometrics.

Collecting.

Collection Plan.

Combatant Command (COCOM).

Commander�’s Critical Information Requirements (CCIR).
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Concept of Operations.

Criminal Analysis.

Criminal Intelligence (CRIMINT).

Crime Pattern Analysis.

Data.

Database.

Detainee.

Detention Operations.

Exploitation

Forensics.

Homeland Defense.

Homeland Security.
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Host Nation (HN).

Informant (Source)

Information Requirement.

Intelligence.

Intelligence Cycle.

Intelligence led Policing.

Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB).

Intelligence Process.

Interagency Coordination.

Joint Force.

Law Enforcement (Police) Intelligence.
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Operational Environment (OE).

Operations Process.

Police Information.

Police Intelligence Operations (PIO).

Priority Intelligence Requirements (PIR).

Processing (Intelligence).

Production (Intelligence).

Raw Data.

Rule of Law (RoL).

Specific Information Requirement (SIR).

Specific Orders or Requests (SOR).

Stability Operations.
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Vignette
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Appendix 3 �– Acronyms

A3 Agent, Analyst and Attorney (CITF investigative model) 

ACIC Army Counterintelligence Center 

AFOSI Air Force Office of Special Investigations 

AO Area of Operations 

AQI Al Qaida in Iraq 

ASI Additional Skill Identifier 

AUTL Army Universal Task List 

BAT Biometrics Automated Toolset 

BCT Brigade Combat Team 

BFT Blue Force Tracker 

CA Civil Affairs 

CBRNE Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and High-yield Explosives 

CCIR Commander’s Critical Information Requirements 

CEXC Combined Explosives Exploitation Cell 

CID Criminal Investigation Command 

COA Course of Action 

CONOPS Concept of Operations 

CONUS Continental United States 

COP Common Operational Picture 

CRIMINT Criminal Intelligence 

CTC Combat Training Center 

DA Department of the Army 

DCGS-A Distributed Common Ground System-Army 

DES Director of Emergency Services 
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DHA Detainee Holding Area 

DMS Detainee Management System 

DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid 

DO Detention Operations 

DOCEX Document Exploitation 

DoD Department of Defense 

DOTMLPF Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leader Development, 
Personnel and Facilities 

DPTMS Director of Plans, Training, Mobilization and Security 

DSCA Defense Support to Civil Authorities 

EFP Explosively Formed Penetrator 

FBCB2 Force XXI Battle Command Brigade & Below 

FP Force Protection 

FSO Full Spectrum Operations 

HD Homeland Defense 

HIIDE Handheld Interagency Identity Detection Equipment 

HME Homemade Explosive 

HN Host Nation 

HTT Human Terrain Team 

HUMINT Human Intelligence 

IA Information Assurance 

IALEIA International Association of Law Enforcement Intelligence Analysts 

IED Improvised Explosive Device 

IMINT Imagery Intelligence 

IPB Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield 

IR Information Requirement 
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IRE Intelligence Running Estimate 

ISR Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance 

IW Irregular Warfare 

JEFF Joint Expeditionary Forensic Facility 

JIEDDO Joint Improvised Explosive Device-Defeat Organization 

JIM Joint, Interagency, and Multinational 

JOC Joint Operating Concept 

LE Law Enforcement 

LEP Law Enforcement Professional 

LEPP Law Enforcement Professional Program 

MASINT Measurement and Signatures Intelligence 

MCO Major Combat Operations 

MI Military Intelligence 

MP Military Police 

NCIS Naval Criminal Investigative Service 

NGO Non-Governmental Organization 

OCONUS Outside Continental United States 

OE Operational Environment 

OEF Operation Enduring Freedom 

OGA Other Government Agencies 

OIF Operation Iraqi Freedom 

OPLAN Operation Plan 

OPORD Operation Order 

PIO Police Intelligence Operations 

PIR Priority Intelligence Requirements 

PMT Police Mentorship Team 
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PMO Provost Marshal Office 

POD Port of Debarkation 

POI Program of Instruction 

POLICE Police/prison, Organized crime, Legal systems, Investigations, Crime 
conducive conditions, Enforcement mechanisms and gaps 

PSYOP Psychological Operations 

PTT Police Transition Team 

RISS Regional Intelligence System Service 

RoL Rule of Law 

SBCT Stryker Brigade Combat Team 

SIGINT Signals Intelligence 

SIR Specific Information Requirements 

SJA Staff Judge Advocate 

SOR Specific Orders and Requests 

SSTRO Security and Stability Transition and Reconstruction Operations 

TDA Table of Distribution and Allowances 

THT Tactical HUMINT Team 

TIF Theater Internment Facility 

TOE Table of Organization and Equipment 

TSP Training Support Package 

TTP Tactics, Techniques and Procedures 

USACIDC United States Army Criminal Investigation Command 

USCENTCOM United States Central Command 

USPIS United States Postal Inspection Service 

WMD Weapons of Mass Destruction 
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